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Introduction
• Discontinuous Galerkin methods:
– Weak enforcement of compatibility equations and 
continuity (C0 or C1, …) through interelement integrals 
called numerical fluxes
– Stability is ensured with quadratic interelement integrals
– Finite-element 




• Applications of DG to fluid dynamics:
– High order polynomial approximations combined with 
discontinuous Galerkin method improve the resolution 
accuracy  of:
• Hyperbolic diffusion equations (Cockburn-Hou-Shu 1990, 
Cockburn 2003, eg) 
• Elliptic convection/diffusion equations (Bassy-Rebay 1997, 
Cockburn-Shu 1998)  
• Applications of DG to solid mechanics:
– Allow weak enforcement of continuity with low order 
polynomial approximations:
• C1 for beams and plates (Engel et al. 2002)
• C0 with reduction of locking  for shells (Güzey et al. 2006)
• Strain gradient continuity (Molari et al. 2006) 
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Introduction
• Motivation of the work:






– To develop a DG framework for non-linear mechanics:
• Large plastic deformations
• Scalable explicit dynamics
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Discontinuous Galerkin formulation






Lew et al 2003, 
Noels-Radovitzky IJNME 2006, 
Ten Eyck-Lew IJNME 2006
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Discontinuous Galerkin formulation
• Minimization of the functional Ih:
– With respect to ϕh, leading to equilibrium equations:
– With respect to Fh, leading to material behavior:






• Reduction to a one-field method:
– Definition of the lifting operator:
– Compatibility equations rewritten with a stabilization 
parameter β:
– Displacement-based weak form:
Discontinuous Galerkin formulation
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• Linearization with respect to the jump:
• New weak formulation:
– All the discontinuity influences are isolated in the 
interelement integrals  
– Stress tensors are computed from the compatible 
deformation gradients
– Perfectly-plastic behavior still preserves stability 
Implementation as interface element
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Implementation as interface element
• Resulting finite element discretization:
– Volume forces:
– External forces
– Interface forces: 
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Static analysis
• Numerical properties [Noels-Radovitzky, IJNME 2006]:


































• Formation of a ring:
Continuous Galerkin Discontinuous Galerkin (β = 300)
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Explicit time integration





If hs = l
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Explicit time integration
• Parallelization of the code:
– Time step evaluations:
– Predictions:
– Computation of volume forces:
– Exchange between processors of 
the stress fields:
– Computation of interface forces:




• Specific problem considered:
– Uniform tensile beam, 
discretized into 9984 
quadratic tetrahedra
– Neo-Hookean material 
model extended to 
compressible range
– Tests performed:
• Fixed element count per 
processor:
–Divide tetrahedra and 
conduct simulation
• Fix total element count:
–Conduct simulation on 







































Coarse mesh of 1211 elements
Intermediate mesh of 6610 elements
Fine mesh of 8238 elements  
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Numerical dynamic examples
• Oligo crystal plasticity:
Grain profile from EBSD measurement
Mesh setup according to orientation mappingDogbone tensile test sample
Aluminum oligo crystal sample
Oligo crystal sample preparation: MIT + Alcoa.
Sample cutting and polishing and EBSD: Caltech + 
MIT (Z. Zhao).
Tensile test + DIC: Rutgers (S. Kuchnicki, A. Cuitino) 
+ MIT.
Theoretical polycrystal model: Rutgers + MIT.
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Numerical dynamic examples
















• 1D wave propagation in a beam:
Time evolution of the free face velocity
The wave reaches the free face
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Conclusions
• Development of a discontinuous Galerkin framework:
– In the non-linear range
– Allowing for complex material models (plasticity …)
• Explicit time integration:
– New stability criterion on the time step size is dependent 
on the stabilization parameter
– Efficient and easy parallelization of the code
• Stability, robustness and accuracy:
– Demonstrated on numerical examples
